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Presentation Notes
Scrum (an abbreviated form of scrummage, which is now rarely used, except as a verb), in the sports of rugby union and rugby league, is a way of restarting the game, either after an accidental infringement or (in rugby league only) when the ball has gone out of play. (Ref: Wikipedia)History of Agile-ScrumIn 1986, Hirotaka Takeuchi and Ikujiro Nonaka described a new holistic approach that would increase speed and flexibility in commercial new product development.[2] They compared this new holistic approach, in which the phases strongly overlap and the whole process is performed by one cross-functional team across the different phases, to rugby, where the whole team “tries to go to the distance as a unit, passing the ball back and forth”. The case studies came from the automotive, photo machine, computer and printer industries.In 1991, DeGrace and Stahl, in “Wicked Problems, Righteous Solutions,”[3] referred to this approach as Scrum, a rugby term mentioned in the article by Takeuchi and Nonaka. In the early 1990s, Ken Schwaber used an approach that led to Scrum at his company, Advanced Development Methods. At the same time, Jeff Sutherland, John Scumniotales, and Jeff McKenna developed a similar approach at Easel Corporation and were the first to call it Scrum.[4] In 1995 Sutherland and Schwaber jointly presented a paper describing Scrum at OOPSLA ’95 in Austin, TX, its first public appearance. Schwaber and Sutherland collaborated during the following years to merge the above writings, their experiences, and industry best practices into what is now known as Scrum. In 2001, Schwaber teamed up with Mike Beedle to describe the method in the book “Agile Software Development with Scrum.” (Ref: Wikipedia)
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 What is Scrum?
 Why did EOL use it?
 Requirements and User Stories
 EOL-CDS Implementation Details
 Summary and Recommendations
 Websites and Reading List
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Presentation Schedule3:00 - 3:10 refreshment, pre-talk discussion, casual handshakes, etc �3:10 - 4:10 your talk (up to you if you want to be interrupted for questions or not) �4:10 - 4:25 official time for question �4:30 - there is a shuttle leaving at this time �4:30 - 5:00 room booked for good measure 



What is Agile?
What are the elements of Scrum?
How is it different from traditional 
methods?
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AgileLean

Scrum

DSDM
Dynamic Systems 

Development 
Method

FDD
Feature-driven 
Development

XP
eXtreme 

Programming
TDD

Test-driven 
Development

Kanban

Pragmatic 
Programming
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Presentation Notes
ScrumPitched as: "Management and control process that cuts through complexity" �Invented by: Jeff Sutherland, Ken Schwaber, Mike Beedle. Senior managers wanting to get product out faster. �Where invented: USA �Year first used: 1994 �First used on: Advanced Development Methods - process automation software. 8 developers. VMARK - OO software development environments. �Now used on: All over the place with different groups/people.XPPitched as: Addressing “the specific needs of software development conducted by small teams in the face of vague or changing requirements Invented by: Kent Beck who preferred being a Technical Lead to being a Project Manager. Where invented: USA�Year first used: Pre-2000�First used on: C3 project Chrysler; 8 developers.�Now used on: All over the place by different groups/people. Crystal OrangePitched as: A method to run “a cooperative game of invention and communication, with a primary goal of delivery useful working software and a secondary goal of setting up for the next game”�Invented by: Alistair Cockburn – A self proclaimed methodologist who also manages projects. �Where invented: USA (I think, although he is a Brit)�Year first used: Pre-1988�First used on: Project Winifred; team of 20-40. �Now used on: Not used again. A variant Crystal Orange Web used at eBucks.com. DSDMPitched as: A framework of controls and best practice for rapid application development”�Invented by: DSDM Consortium�Where invented: UK�Year first used: 1995�First used on: Don’t know but been used at/by BT, Orange, Dept. of Health, Syndeco/Boston Globe, Sema Group, Logica and British Midlands. �Now used on: All over the place with different groups/people. 



 We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing 
it and helping others do it.

 That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value 
the items on the left more.

 Signed by (Feb 2001):
Kent Beck, Mike Beedle, Arie van Bennekum, Alistair Cockburn, Ward Cunningham, Martin Fowler, 
James Grenning, Jim Highsmith, Andrew Hunt, Ron Jeffries, Jon Kern, Brian Marick, Robert C. 
Martin, Steve Mellor, Ken Schwaber, Jeff Sutherland, Dave Thomas
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Through this work we have come to value:

Individuals and interactions Over Processes and tools
Working software Over Comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration Over Contract negotiation
Responding to change Over Following a plan
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Presentation Notes
Drafted from 11 to 13 February 2001, at The Lodge at the Snowbird ski resort in the Wasatch Range of mountains in Utah. representatives of various new methodologies (such as Extreme Programming, Scrum, DSDM, Adaptive Software Development, Crystal, Feature Driven Development, and Pragmatic programming) met to discuss the need for lighter alternatives to the traditional heavyweight methodologies.Note that this does NOT mean “no documentation”.  It means documentation for the appropriate level for your environment.  High assurance environments (e.g., medical-FDA and aircraft-FAA) need documentation!  That level is appropriate a few places in NCAR but does not apply to most of us.



 A framework for managing projects
 Self-organizing teams
 Product progresses in a series of “sprints”
 Requirements are captured in a list that is 

prioritized based on customer value
 No specific engineering practices prescribed
 Uses evolving rules (e.g., team agreements) to 

create an agile environment for delivering 
products

 Scrum is NOT command-and-control
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...

Project 
Initiation

Project Plan Requirements 
List Architecture

Coding Sprint 1  Releasable Product

Coding Sprint 2  Releasable Product
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•Product Owner
•ScrumMaster
•Team

Roles

•Sprint planning
•Daily scrum meeting
•Product demo
•Sprint retrospective

Ceremonies

•Product backlog
•Sprint backlog
•Burndown charts

Artifacts
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PM Term => Scrum TermLessons Learned               => Retrospective�Scope (working now)         =>  Sprint BacklogScope (overall)                  => Product Backlog�Work Breakdown Structure =>  Task Breakdown�Productivity                      =>  Velocity�Estimate to Complete        =>  Burndown Chart



 Product owner
◦ Define and prioritize product features; adjust every 

iteration, as needed
◦ Provides input and makes decisions daily 
◦ Accept or reject work results

 ScrumMaster
◦ A servant leader role
◦ Responsible for enacting Scrum values and practices
◦ Remove roadblocks

 Team
◦ Cross-functional:  Programmers, testers, etc.
◦ Membership changes only between sprints
◦ Self-organizing
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•Product owner
•ScrumMaster
•Team

Roles

•Product backlog
•Sprint backlog
•Burndown charts

Artifacts

•Sprint planning
•Daily scrum meeting
•Sprint review
•Sprint retrospective

Ceremonies
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User Story 
Development

Backlog 
grooming 
meeting

Sprint planning 
meeting

Daily Scrum 
meeting

Sprint Review 
(DEMO) Retrospective
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User Story 
Development

Backlog 
grooming 
meeting

Sprint 
planning 
meeting

Daily Scrum 
meeting

Sprint Review 
(DEMO) Retrospective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In High assurance environments (e.g., medical-FDA and aircraft-FAA) may do a development sprint followed by a validation sprint.We used “Tiger Teams” at Rockwell to focus on anything that had potential safety implications and needed to be done fast.  Tiger Teams were actually sprints with the dedicated team for a set time period, daily scrums, a demo that the problem had been fixed.  All Testing (unit, integration, system, regression, …) was done in parallel with coding.  This was followed by validation with the quality team.



 Parameters
◦ Daily Stand-up
◦ 15-minutes

 Not for problem solving
◦ Whole world is invited
◦ Only team members, ScrumMaster, product owner, can talk
◦ These are not status for the ScrumMaster -- they are 

commitments in front of peers

 Helps avoid other unnecessary meetings
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Everyone Answers 
1. What did you do yesterday?
2. What will you do today?
3. Is anything in your way?



•Product owner
•ScrumMaster
•Team

Roles

•Sprint planning
•Sprint review
•Sprint retrospective
•Daily scrum meeting

Ceremonies

•Product backlog
•Sprint backlog
•Burndown charts

Artifacts
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 “The requirements”
 List of all desired project work
 Expressed in terms of its value to the users or 

customers
 Prioritized by the product owner
 Reprioritized at the start of each sprint 

(Backlog Grooming)
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This is the product backlog

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Agile methods are all about delivering value. We work on the high-value items first and prioritize the backlog based on business value. Everything is value driven, aiming to maximize value delivered.”– Gantthead online newsletter, Sep 10, 2011



How was Scrum applied in the EOL 
Computing Data and Software 
services facility?

How did it work out?
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 Addressing these two problems lead us to try Scrum

 1. Software development engineers also are deployed in the field
◦ Generally cannot work with development team while gone
◦ Lose continuity and need to review / revise work when they return

 2. Software development engineers support multiple areas
◦ Multitasking environment leads to inefficiencies
◦ Average phone call interruption takes 5 minutes, re-immersion period is 

15 minutes
◦ Re-immersion period if away from something for days or weeks can be 

significant

 Scrum addresses these issues very well!
◦ Iterations are completed through “release-quality” so re-immersion into 

the code not needed
◦ Completed units can be used in the interim contributing to code maturity
◦ Short-term focus increases efficiency and quality (accuracy?) by reducing 

context-switching
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What is EMDAC?
What is the Field Catalog?
How did we use Scrum?
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Metadata
Database

HPSS

Local Disk

Field 
Catalog

CODIAC Data 
Archive

Data 
Tracking

Mapserver

Data 
Loading

CODIAC
344 Projects
9188 Datasets
14 Million Files
43.5 Tbytes
9446 Users

Local Disk

Offline 
Data

Field Catalog
60+ Projects
1.7 Tbytes
15.9 Million Products

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- EMDAC is the core infrastructure for a number of CDS’s collaborative web-based tools in EOL.  Applications provide data access through a central metadata database. This system has been used for the last 15+ years – highlight data volumes/use statistics for the field catalog and CODIAC
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•Unify Database Architecture
• Simplify metadata and data access and maintenance
• Allow for new services to be developed for old and new 
datasets
• Improve Data Access & Data Ingest Interfaces
• Improve Data Discovery Capabilities
• Centralize and Improve Data Metrics Collection and 
Reporting
• Improve Long-term Data Stewardship

Etc.
Etc.

Etc.

Project name

Dataset ID

PI information

Filenames and locations

Dataset format

Project observing platforms

Master List
Database

CODIAC
Database

Dataset
Tracking
Database

MSSRetrieval
Database

Field Catalog
Database

Metadata:

EMDAC Database

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In reality, the Metadata database is not one central database but many separate databases tied to separate tools. This kind of development served a purpose in the past and these separate databases and tools were developed to meet particular needs.    However, now they are impediments to long-term stewardship and upgrading of services. So a major goal of our EMDAC development is to integrate all of the metadata databases into a single database accessed by all of the tools. By the way, this is something we’ve been trying to do for the last 10 years or so. Furthest we ever seemed to get was talking about it.   Everyone was too busy to actually do it. It seemed like a very large and complex task that would take a lot of time to accomplish.   Agile methodology allowed us to start attacking the problem in small doable chunks. 



EOL FIELD CATALOG TOOL

In-field tool to ingest and display 
operational and preliminary research
products and project documentation 
for making real-time decisions and 

evaluating project progress:

• Daily Mission Reports

• Operations Summary

• Facility Status Reports

• Data Analysis Products

• GIS-based display 

• Preliminary Data Sharing

• Authoring Tools

• Web-based access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The catalog is a web based tool that collects products and reports for project operations. Examples of some of these products are listed below. 



 Originally designed in 1995
 Not base funded
 Series of one-off software packages, customized for 

each campaign
 60 field projects and counting (5.4/year)
 Product volumes often exceeding 200 Gb/project,     

> 1 Million files/project
 Need to handle data sharing in the field
 Need to provide GIS overlay capabilities,  particularly 

for playback
 Desired consolidation of EOL field products from 

various facilities into a unified website
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Presentation Notes
Paradigm has shifted with regard to what scientists need in the field to accomplish their sampling, as well as what they need after the campaign. Lack of Base funds means no staff time to maintain/upgrade/develop – all that work has to be tied in with field project requirements This led to clone and patch situation with separate code base for each catalog – hard to manage and maintain. Big need to handle EOL data streams.  Again Agile gave us a framework to begin development on a new unified code base with modern architecture to meet changing needs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agile gave us the framework to make progress on development work between all of the deployments.



 Requirements and User Stories

 EMDAC – Design Database Schema Sprint

 FIELD CATALOG – Design Catalog Architecture 
Sprint

 EMDAC - Coding Sprint – Zinc crud application 
for new schema

 Ongoing – Blend of Scrum and iterative 
development with one person dedicated to each 
user story / requirement
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 Product Backlog (requirements) may be written 
as User Stories

 As a [user role] I want to [goal] so I can 
[reason]
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•User Stories can be 
augmented with 
other techniques

E.g., Use cases, 
data dictionaries, 
scenarios, 
function cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not everything is a user story…Themes are related User StoriesEpics are large User Stories (broken into small ones when working with them)Spikes are background investigations (sometimes needed before you can decide what the requirement really is)Data Dictionary - a "centralized repository of information about data such as meaning, relationships to other data, origin, usage, and format."[ (IBM Dictionary of Computing)



 Requirements gathering with users
◦ Addressed features with a wide variety of users
◦ Considered bug fixes as well as future enhancements based 

on changing technologies
◦ Included requirements for data stewardship, reliability, and 

flexibility 

 User Stories created for Interface Navigation
 Found we needed to do basic demos to get specific comments, 

otherwise too abstract
 New user stories will emerge based on demo feedback

 Note that requirements are fleshed out just-in-time 
in Agile rather than as a huge upfront effort as is 
usually done in traditional methods
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Goal
 Develop a draft schema for EMDAC

Tasks:
 Detailed review of existing databases 
 Discuss options for consolidation 
 Proposed unified database structure 
 Document proposed database structure

2810/21/2011
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Presentation Notes
Sprint Backlog – develop a draft schema for the sprintHad daily scrum meetingsSpent a week doing this with breaksFinished with a demo of the new schema and a lessons learned/retrospective.



 Developed unified schema that covered 5 
separate databases and their applications

 Incorporated schema additions that would 
allow us to interact with other users and data 
centers using common metadata standards

 Chose documentation tool that actually 
created a MySQL database saving time 
overall
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Presentation Notes
We were successful in coming up with a unified schemaActually found a tool during the sprint for documenting the new design that allowed us to instantiate it as well in a test setting.



These went well… Next time we will…
 Week long focus with breaks so could 

address other responsibilities

 Participants all had a vested interest

 Participation was success-oriented 

 Active and balanced Participation

 Added people when we saw they were 
needed 

 Well-Defined, focused goal

 Having the tasks defined (part of sprint 
process) so we could recognize 
progress

 Parking lot helped us keep focused 
 All Agreed that it went very well and 

that the positives far outweighed the 
negatives.

 Define sprint expectations better -
some expected code sprint style

 Think ahead about the tools and 
who know how to use them 

 One key person not available
 Take notes along the way - ideas 

were not always recorded. 
Suggestions:
◦ Add scribe
◦ Action Item entry after each discussion
◦ Conclusion or summary written by the 

group at the end of each topic 
discussion

◦ Group decides on disposition (parking 
lot, abandon, add to schema) of topic 
at the end of each discussion AND 
someone records those decisions 
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Presentation Notes
Important points: Week long focus with breaks  Active and balanced Participation Added people when we saw they were needed  Parking lot helped us keep focused Need to have multiple people taking notes or scribe to record all the ideas 



 Goal(s)
◦ Develop a field catalog architecture that will support 

existing features and that will have the flexibility and 
scalability to facilitate the addition of diverse new features

 Sprint Topics
◦ Requirements Review
◦ Discuss architectural options
◦ Document proposed field catalog architecture

 Sprint Planning
◦ Estimate time to devote to each topic
◦ Is the right expertise in the room?
◦ Decide what form the Sprint Review (demo) will take
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Presentation Notes
Paradigm shift required new approach, we are handling   -  more and different kinds of data   -  address the real-time issue   -  single code base that would allow us to better handle changing technologiesWhat would incorporation of new features require in terms of infrastructure and what should the priorities be?



 Developed Block Diagrams of main 
architectural elements

 Prioritized requirements (32 originally)
 Defined key attributes for each function in 

block diagrams
 Input considerations
 How to ingest products
 Interactions with data archive
 Ability to view content listings and display 

products
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Presentation Notes
Looked at some of the more difficult tasks associated with the field catalog and its interaction with external users of varying backgrounds, etc.In some cases we fleshed out more of the attributes of particular components like the ingest, component and how catalog products and data would get into the data archive.Also looked at making things much form flexible in the UI for users to find and view things in different ways.



These went well… Next time we will…
 We did it!!

 Liked having weekend in the 
middle

 Mix of people – users, 
developers, scientists, …

 Small group size encouraged 
input from all participants

 Interactions – energetic and 
respectful

 Stayed focused

 Omnigraph for diagrams

 Diagrams developed real time

 Start with overview of EMDAC to 
establish a common knowledge 
base

 Definitions up front for some of 
the basic terminology – e.g., 
product.
◦ Some definitions evolved during 

the sprint which is a good thing
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 Goal: Develop replacement application for 
non-database users to interact with the 
metadata database and to share knowledge 
and experience  between coders

 Daily Scrum Meetings
 Pair programming
 Sprint Review – working code demo
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Weekly Scrum 
Meeting

Informal 
Design Reviews 
and Consults

7 days

Functionality 
assigned to 
individuals
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So, no, we don't practice 100% agile. We do some ScrumBut and some "scrumfall". It's not ideal but it works and it's an improvement over what we did previously. The more success we have, the more credibility we have to change things that get us closer to 100%. This is the real world.“ – Kenneth Katz, PMP, CSM, Longmeadow, MA



 Using Basecamp (collaborative tool), Visio, 
and Excel
◦ Tried MS Project – not platform-independent
◦ Tried Basecamp add-on that had little support
◦ Still searching for the best way of tracking progress 

that flows into higher level progress views (e.g.,  
Gantt charts)

 Examples of Agile tools that could be used
◦ Jira with Greenhopper (UCAR has licenses)
◦ Rally Software (single project, <10 users free)
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 Each work product or feature is usable at end of sprint

 Allows us to adapt to periods of unavailability such as 
field deployments

 Allows us to adapt to multitasking required by a small 
and diverse team

 Sense of accomplishment because there is successful 
completion at every sprint or iteration

 Saves time on requirements because only high level 
requirements necessary up front
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RECOMMENDATION
Be Agile and adapt framework elements for your environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other common benefitsStaff changes only at when ready for new feature so learning curves and re-work are minimalAscribe to David Hussman – “Why we do it is more important than how we do it”. Cutting an Agile Groove is a series of videos by respected agile consultant David Hussman that shows you how to design an agile, lean process and deliver real value for your product or project—in plain English, with real-world examples.  His “Dude’s Law” says Value = Why/How suggesting that focusing too much on “how” reduces value.  He also says it gives him the “ability to know what I don’t know sooner”



Websites
 www.scrumalliance.org

 www.controlchaos.com

 www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/scrum

 www.implementingscrum.com

 www.balagan.org.uk/work/agile_comparison.htm

 www.rallydev.com

 www.stickyminds.com/s.asp?F=S10365_COL_2 (Article relates 
PMBOK to Agile)

Local Groups - Meeting Monthly
 Agile Boulder (www.meetup.com/Boulder-Agile/)

 Agile Denver (http://agiledenver.ning.com/)
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Recent Rally Software Webinar on High Assurance Environments suggested books  by Dean Leffingwell
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 Agile and Iterative Development: A Manager’s Guide by 
Craig Larman

 Agile Estimating and Planning by Mike Cohn
 Agile Project Management with Scrum by Ken Schwaber
 Agile Retrospectives by Esther Derby and Diana Larsen
 Agile Software Development Ecosystems by Jim 

Highsmith
 Agile Software Development with Scrum by Ken 

Schwaber and Mike Beedle
 Becoming Agile in an imperfect World by Greg Smith 

and Ahmed Sidky
 Scrum and The Enterprise by Ken Schwaber
 User Stories Applied for Agile Software Development by 

Mike Cohn
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Recent Rally Software Webinar on High Assurance Environments suggested books  by Dean LeffingwellPoppendieck books also popular – focused on Lean more than Scrum so weren’t listed in slide
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 Define the features of the product
 Decide on release dates and content
 Prioritize features according to value
 Provides input and makes decisions daily 
 Adjust features and priority every iteration, 

as needed
 Accept or reject work results
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 A servant leader role
 Responsible for enacting Scrum values 

and practices
 Remove roadblocks
 Ensure that the team is fully functional 

and productive
 Enable close cooperation across all roles 

and functions
 Help team manage potential distractions
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 Typically 5-9 people
 Cross-functional:  Programmers, testers, 

user experience designers, QA, etc.
 Membership should change only between 

sprints
 Teams are self-organizing
◦ Ideally, no hierarchy but rarely a possibility
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 Team presents what it accomplished during 
the sprint

 Typically takes the form of a demo of new 
features or underlying architecture

 Informal
◦ 2-hour prep time rule
◦ No slides

 Whole team participates
 Invite the world
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 AKA “Lessons Learned Meeting”
 Periodically take a look at what is and is not 

working
 Typically 15–30 minutes
 Done after every sprint
 Whole team participates
◦ ScrumMaster
◦ Product owner
◦ Team
◦ Possibly customers and others
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 Ground Rules / Agreements
 Parking Lot / Tough Questions
 Start / finish / break times
 What else?
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Possible Ground Rules:No email or surfing the web.No side conversations (via IM etc)No cell phones/iphones/blackberriesJoin the meeting on timeEveryone participatesDifferent opinions are welcome.Disagree in private; unite in public. Silence is agreementLimit side conversations. Start on time; end on timeAt the 2009 conferences in a session entitled "Beginner's Mind"- Jean Tabaka mentioned a couple of new ground rules that she offers to teams for consideration:Focus on the "Art of the Possible“   what could possible work here   the goal is open minds and replace conversations around that could never work here."But's are ugly"     we drop the word the use of the word but    which leads to more conversations like 'and we could try that'.



Product Backlog (All Requirements List)

User Stories

User Story

User Story

User Story

EPIC
(Large user story)

Theme (related stories)

User Story User Story User Story

If story looks complex, use a spike
• First iteration: acquire knowledge
• Second iteration: do the work
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